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Abstract
History stands witness to the trials and tribulations that pioneers have had to endure to usher in a new idea or revolution
in this world. However, it is also true that with perseverance, endurance and a clear vision, these pioneers have been
about to pave the way for nurturing the upcoming generations with their novel ideas and concepts. So has been the case
with Indian Modern Art post-independence in which a handful of pioneering artists took the responsibility to establish
the stable and well-founded identity of Indian Modernism amidst powerful influences from the West. This paper is written
with the objective of humbly outlining the contribution of one such pioneer- a dynamic artist- Ved Nayar, who is well-
known for taking the untrodden paths while paving the way for experimentation and innovation in contemporary Indian
art.

Similar to any other dynamic artist, Ved Nayar explored different mediums of expression including painting, installation,
sculpture, archival digital print, graphic print and photography among others. There is rich scope in the aesthetic
paradigm of Ved as it reaches out to the local as well as global audience through his erotic-socio-cultural, supernatural
and environmental themes in a way that is both creative and dynamic. The present paper will throw light on the eclectic
personality of Ved Nayar as an artist who never restrained himself to any particular stylization or singular mode of
expression, but always engaged in exploring and discovering new, dynamic modes of art practice.
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Introduction
Ved Nayar had a humble beginning at Lyallpur, which is now located in present day Pakistan, in the year
1933. Following the tragic event of the partition of Indian subcontinent, his family migrated into Delhi.
Having graduated from St. Stephen's College, Delhi University in 1952,he moved on to the College of Arts,
Delhi, to achieve a National Diploma in Fine Arts in the year 1957 ("Ved Nayar", 2017). He initially worked
as a painter and for six years starting from1977, he worked as Chief of Design Division, in Trade Fair
Authority of India; and as Commissioner for Indian Contemporary Art Exhibition in Algiers in 1984.

Few others noteworthy accomplishment include designing of the Citation Trophy of Jawaharlal Nehru Award
presented to Secretary General of United Nations; his assistance in conceptualising, designing and editing the
book entitled “Contemporary Indian Art” published by the Glenbarra Art Museum; and an award for the
excellence in design and display at Indian International Trade Fair, New Delhi.

He also has claimed more than 150 solo and group shows. He was invited to participate in the 3rd, 5th, 7th and
8thTriennale - India, and was awarded a Commendation Certificate for Installations during the 5th International
Triennale event. In 1981, he was felicitated with the National Award by Lalit Kala Akademi, New Delhi.
("Ved Nayar Summary", 2017)

Ved Nayar once said, " My art is my personal creative visual expression, with a concern creeping in"
("Artistic Line", 2017). While he began exhibiting from the year 1957, Ved moved to doing installations from
the 80s onwards. However, it is evident from his works that environment is huge source of inspiration for him,
mostly because of a relationship that grew between him and a jungle next to his home during his childhood
days. His representation of art and nature has made a significant contribution to Indian contemporary art.
Today, Ved works in and from New Delhi ("Ved Nayar", 2017).
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The Inspiration And Dynamics Of His Works
The field of Art overtime has grown to such an extent that it has become a huge fortress that humans,
especially artists, don’t just work in it, they live it. And every corner of this Artistic Fortress has its own
mason who has blended in its construction his instincts, and sometimes those instincts have taken forms of
unconventional materials. Ved Nayar has been one such mason and has to his credit usage of unconventional
materials in Indian Contemporary Art at a time when it was not common. And with the help of these
materials, he has let his ideas of the diverse beauty of humanity and nature to flow into his works.

When we look at the social paradigm, the techno-culture, which has developed as facilitated by technological
innovations by means of excessive use of data transfer, blooming of compact settlements, pressure of global
competition demanding for high yield of productivity, political tension amidst superpowers, an unending
chain of bureaucracy and so on, has picked on the lives of humans so greatly that one hardly has time to
observe humans in overcrowded cities, and consequently we are generally taken at face value. Every day we
are faced with situations that need decision making from the available multiple options, and though it has
enabled us with more options that have made our lives easier, it has its own set of drawbacks too. The
excessive exploitation of the natural resources has added to the already tough situation the social strata. The
good news is that many developed countries have already started measures to counter this harmful effect on
nature with the generation of renewable energy on large scale. The question arises that how art has a role to
play in it.

The answer lies in the fact that it is through this platform of art that we have extended the hidden emotions in
people and the concern for the deteriorating yet beautiful nature successfully to the cause; and these are the
very themes of Ved Nayar in which he engages himself as an artist. He uses the human form and nature as the
key subjects of his artworks.

In Ved Nayar's own words:

"The journey of my expression through art has been similar to the journey of contemporary Indian art after
Independence— of derivation, of introspection and of discovering one's own creative visual imagery for
expression."("Artistic Line", 2017)

Ved Nayar speaks about his desire to express using environmental art, which began during his childhood days
when he first began developing a relationship with a nearby jungle. It was the manner in which the jungle
spoke to him and made him feel that drove in him the urge to express himself. However, due to a lack of
medium, Ved had to bury this urge within himself. Later on, as the world around him started changing, with
the partition and its unmentionable consequences, he decided to express himself through painting and
sculpture in the years to come ("Artistic Line", 2017).

An installation that throws light on Ved's dynamic personality as an artist and his deeply-rooted inspiration in
environmental art is the "Touch Stones". According to Ved, while walking along the Yamuna's bank at Paonta
Sahib (the point at which this holy river enters plains of India), he found that a stones-beach, which rose from
the river, was reflecting the changing colour of the sky. And he was intrigued by the manner in which the
sun's golden rays fell on each of the stones to define their size, colour, volume, shadow and shape. He drew
his inspiration from the fact that every stone carries within itself secrets, energy and knowledge about the
universe, which links them to his cultural identity and inheritance.

As he started placing the stones in the form of a pillar, he discovered that the stones-beach had transformed its
personality and this transformation inspired an awareness in Ved about his past, present and future. He
continued building the pillars until sunset and then realised that it was not him who had changed the world
around but it was the stones that had changed his world. This was an experience of participation in creation,
and he named the installation "Touch Stones" inspired by "Parosh Moni" by Rabindra Nath Tagore ("Thought
Process/ Writings/ Comments/ Bio- data", 2017).

Eclectic Personality Described Through His Works
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All the advance features has their humble beginning with the basic elements. One such basic element in the
life of all artists is Drawing. It is the most integral and significant part in Ved's life. He is quoted to have said
"Drawing for me is a complete expression and a vehicle to arrive at my sculpture and at my painting. My
drawing to me is an assurance." ("Artistic Line", 2017) Whenever he starts drawing, he draws about the
medium near him. The drawing begins on a plane paper from a corner. It seems as if there is bonding between
the hands and the paper which empowers him to draw lines fluently, and he mere fill those lines and colors
with the help of a pencil or different colors. One important aspect to be considered here is that his drawings
don’t have a pre-conceptualized image. It is his instinct from within that tells him that the drawing is
complete. The erotic elements in the drawings resemble the idea of ‘Shivling’ and other erotic engravings as
well as sculptures seen in the panels of temples ("Monumental Sculptures at Public Places", 2011).

His single drawing works occupy large spaces like that of a painting reflecting the emphasis on the ideas.
Such a style usually exists outside the Indian subcontinent’s scenario, and thus is a unique element to the
Indian Contemporary Art too. Mr. Masanori Fukuoka, a Japanese collector of Art and the Director of
Glenbarra Art Museum in Japan, has mentioned in his book entitled  ‘Evolving Human Form’ all the drawings
and paintings of Ved Nayar including ‘Mankind 2180’ which he had bought earlier.
Ved Nayar's paintings have been well-observed by Roobina Karode, who is quoted saying, “In India, when we
began making art, our focus was to define neither contemporary reality, which was looking backwards nor
looking westwards” ("Amidst Planets- 5", 2002). Ved Nayar’s paintings express the place and its people
seduced by commoditization and growing consumerism. In this recent (2000) series, 'Amidst the Planets’ the
artist plays witness to the changing visual culture in India. Signs of mercantilism and globalization that have
impacted India in recent years in a big way invade our everyday living and artistic consciousness as well. The
city, saturated with large billboards and advertisements, commercials, stickers and brand names, mindlessly
cluttered, makes open gestures of instant seduction at the viewers.

The conceptual self-portrait that Ved evolved in his early years of practice has become a trademark image that
acquires new identities and plays different roles in his work. The ever-expanding construction of flyovers to
overcome the gridlocked city traffic and the city’s rage for newer cars have been showed as the entangled
locks of the portrait. The elongated face with eyes fixed to the West is impressed with signs of urban culture-
the domination of electronic media, status emblems, beauty stickers, brand names- the Americanization of
India with Coca cola and Pepsi. The slim and tall, long legged beauty of the Miss World and Universe
contests symbolizes the seeking of celebrity status while western norms of beauty get enforced in the Indian
context. The multi-layered work evokes various registers of meaning, from the over-stimulated minds of
Indians today, their new found aspirations set up within the globalization agenda, and the attendant pressures,
mindless urbanization and life style changes, with the all-too apparent signs of mismatch.

Ved Nayar does not register a complaint against the contemporary situation nor does he pass moral judgment.
Instead Ved suggests the signs of an import culture that has replaced the indigenous past via frequent travel,
mobility, open market policies and a global dream. Against this dreamy coloured picture of grasping power
and glitter, Ved seems to address the ambiguity attached to the notion of contemporary relevance in addition
to the self-indulgence in the expression and aid rendered in service to humanity through his exhibitions
("Amidst Planets- 5", 2002).

There are different levels to explore in his unconventional mediums. Ved Nayar had started the ‘Hard Edge’
paintings in the mid-70s which also were selected and exhibited in International Triennial in India during
1975 and 1978. Kumar Art Gallery had invited Ved Nayar for a solo exhibition of his ‘Hard Edge’ paintings
in 1975. During this time, he started engaging himself in the creation of small sculptures as a token of his neo-
expressionism. In his sculpture titled ‘A Face, You will come across one day’, the positioning concept is
revolutionary unlike any other sculpture. He made the base of that face-shaped sculpture round rendering it in
a standing position. In the progressive style of making sculptures, there has been the development of certain
architecture of sculpture. What ensured a sculpture its distinctive character was the ‘pedestal which earlier
was often designed by the architects’ (Mago, 2001). And during the 1960s the pedestal was deliberately
removed to allow the sculpture to provide the boundary, such as ‘The Room’ or ‘The Courtyard’. In such
installations, the surroundings gained prominence; the value of objects used in the installation lay in how they
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interrelated, and contributed to the representation of space. Ved Nayar is a sculptor whose work has stepped
down from the pedestal with a positive result physically subtle and with a potential to affect the viewer
subliminally. He has provided pedestals in the same way as the sculptors of Chola-Bronze era provided that to
their respective god and goddesses (Mago, 2001).

The viewer, as it were, comes to know the work subconsciously. His work is an act of enquiry. He has raised
questions about context and revealed how meaningful an element it is there in art. He however, never loses
site of the relationship between material and volume. He attempts to build up new relations out of the
elements at hand, believing that it is the right of the artist to give consent to selective elements. Ved Nayar's
installation such as Mankind 2192-Despair and Hope of Kalpwriksha, The Gods And The Man’s Offerings In
Plastic; and Immortality Of The Man, The Bird The Tree And The Flower As Trophies, have according to him
evolved from his creative concerns. These have turned to be strong statements on environment and
fulfillments of man’s life. As he says, ‘in our mythology, the kalpawriksha is a heavenly tree which fulfills all
the needs and desires of man and guides him to enlightenment (Mago, 2001).

On the one hand he maintains a firm engagement with traditional modes of painting and drawing and on the
other hand, his installation covers a broad area and dimension from the basic form of sculpture to issues
related to nature and environment: "I created environment for my sculpture to live and found, they were
content, more vocal and expressive. I provided for some organic environment and the accepted it and started
growing with the growth of the environment. A mention of my sculpture, Mankind 2110(An Alternative)
exhibited in Fifth Triennial in India will explain the role of environment as part of my sculptures, better. A
bronze figure of Devi(goddess) with many arms, on a long of wood suspended horizontally from the ceiling, is
walking to descend to a growing paddy field below. The paddy plants grew in height with passing of each day
and swayed with the breeze. The paddy field provided environment and the sculpture achieved a total
experience of a spiritual happening in nature. The green of the paddy field embarked me on the adventure of
using colure in three dimensions in company of my later sculptures” ("Evolving Human Form", 2011). The
International jury awarded Commendation Certificate for his installation Mankind 2110 in 1982 during which
time, this installation had become a sensation even though people used to call it as Assemblage.

He also employed writing at his dispense to serve at the altar of Art. He wrote articles in the book entitled
‘Indian Contemporary Art And The Emerging Face of Global Contemporary Art’, which he also happen to
have designed for Mr. Fukuoka. He holds to his credit numerous short stories and poems such as ‘In Search of
Hope’, ‘Sparkle of Light’, ‘Murder in the Service of Man’ etc. ("Thought Process/ Writings/ Comments/ Bio-
data", 2017). His article for female rights was published by ‘The Hindustan Times’ in 1990.
Ved Nayar is considered to be one of the most consistent practitioners of Installation art in India (Mago,
2001). His works cannot be defined as drawing, painting, sculpture or installation as they have carved a niche
for themselves somewhere between all the mediums. His works are an ephemeral confluence of nationalism,
violence, feminism and religion, and they question the positions of each of these aspects in contemporary
India (Ahmed and Rafi, 2016).

His Thoughts On The Future Of Art In India
Ved opines that in the future artists will continue using conventional formats for creating sculptures and
paintings. Sometimes, for finding new directions, creative visual imagery, ritual, theatrical installations,
altered biological code and information technology will be explored. On the international level, there will be a
growth in conceptual installation projects as these are better capable of establishing the individuality of the
creator as well as the identity of the work.

He further proceeds to say, "The age of art movements prolonging for a long time is over. Contemporary art in
future will be an expression of an artist's creative concerns in his own creative visual imagery. His creative
concerns will establish his point of reference in history and his creative visual imagery his identity. To be
relevant, the artist will be under pressure to produce a substantial body of work before the world moves on.

Contemporary art in future will reflect an aggregate of the artist's local, regional and global consciousness. It
will be relevant to the time and will reflect the perceptions of the future. Local, regional and global
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consciousness will enrich each other and start blending in many permutations and combinations to generate
new creative directions. These will provide a balancing human factor and the possibility of immortality to the
creation" ("Thought Process/ Writings/ Comments/ Bio- data", 2017).

Conclusion
We have familiarized ourselves with the multi-faceted personality of Ved Nayar who forbids himself to
remain cornered as a particular ‘fixed’ entity. With the ever developing interest, opportunities and social
events, he has established himself in every aspect of the diverse field of Arts by making use of his deep and
visionary thought process wherein one may easily recognize various aspects of cultural strata. Although, have
grown up exposed to such respected talent and diversity in people like Picasso, Gauguin, but ultimately, we
have an eclectic indigenous artist amidst us who has combined various mediums in his environmental art
works among others.
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